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ABSTRACT

Objective: The purpose of this study was to evaluate the effectiveness of post-traumatic growth (PTG) model-based intervention to
improve positive psychological traits in Chinese breast cancer patients.Design: A randomized control trial of a psychological group
intervention based on PTGmodel.Methods: The Clinical Trial was registered on 17 August 2019 at Chinese Clinical Trials.gov with
Registration number ChiCTR1900025264. A total of 92 patients with breast cancer were recruited. The participants were randomly
assigned to the experimental group (n = 46) and the control group (n = 46). A six-session psychological group intervention based on
PTG model was implemented in the experimental group, and a six-session health education was implemented in the control group.
The outcomes were measured at baseline (pre-intervention), 3 weeks, 6 weeks after the intervention. The primary outcome was post-
traumatic growth assessed by the Chinese version of the Post-Traumatic Growth Inventory (PTGI); Secondary outcomes included
psychological resilience, family resilience, rumination, and self-disclosure. Results: A total of 87 patients with breast cancer
completed this study, including 44 patients in the experimental group and 43 patients in the control group. There was no
significant difference in baseline data of breast cancer patients between the two groups except for the treatment regimen
(p > 0.05). The two groups were compared after the intervention; the interaction effects between the total scores of post-
traumatic growth, family resilience, and self-disclosure and the time term were statistically significant (p < 0.05), indicating that
the trend of change in total scores of post-traumatic growth, family resilience, and self-disclosure differed between the
experimental and control groups over time, and the scores improved in the experimental group were significantly higher than
those in the control group. The comparison of psychological resilience and total score of rumination at each time point was
statistically significant (p < 0.05), indicating that group intervention based on the PTG model could improve the psychological
recovery ability and rumination level of the experimental group. Conclusion: The psychological group intervention based on the
PTG model significantly improved post-traumatic growth, family resilience, and self-disclosure in patients with breast cancer.
However, the impact on psychological resilience and rumination was relatively small. Long-term intervention is needed to
further test the effect of the PTG model on psychological resilience and rumination.
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Introduction

In women, breast cancer is the most commonly diagnosed
cancer (11.7% of total cases). According to the data from
International Agency for Research on Cancer, there were
about 19.29 million new cases of cancer worldwide in 2020,
of which there were about 2.3 million new cases of breast
cancer, which has surpassed the incidence of lung cancer
and is also the fifth leading cause of cancer death
worldwide. From the perspective of development trends, the
incidence of breast cancer is still on the rise in most
countries or regions worldwide [1]. An earlier median age of
onset suggests that more women have breast cancer at
younger ages in China. Consequently, patients require
longer follow-up and treatment periods and have fewer
healthy life years, thus increasing the disease burden for
both individuals and society. In China, breast cancer is the
cancer type with the highest incidence in women, with
416,371 new cases and 117,174 deaths in 2020, accounting
for 18% of new cases and 17% of deaths worldwide,
respectively [2].

Cancer diagnosis and treatment can give rise to
considerable mental health issues for individuals, such as
anxiety and depression. Compared with healthy populations,
cancer patients are at a higher risk of mental health
problems. According to previous systematic estimation of
cancer prevalence in China, 15.8% of cancer patients had
clinical symptoms of mental disorders, with depression,
anxiety, psychotic symptoms, and stress-related disorders
accounting for 13.3%, 10.2%, 2.8%, and 1.4%, respectively.
Left untreated mental health problems in cancer patients
can lead to destructive consequences, including decreased
treatment adherence, decreased survival rate, increased
healthcare cost, and poor quality of life [3]. However, in the
face of this major traumatic event, a higher proportion of
breast cancer patients still report positive changes in their
disease background, mainly reflected in Post Traumatic
Growth (PTG) [4]. Breast cancer is a disease that includes
not only physical parts but also mental parts. So far, the
psychological desire has been ignored by paying attention to
the patient’s physical crisis. PTG is the forward growth
psychology of humans after trauma. This changes the
direction of research focused on negative psychology after
trauma to positive trauma after trauma. PTG is a positive
change resulting from fighting an extremely challenging life
crisis [5]. PTG not only brings more hope for breast cancer
patients to overcome the disease but also changes the
patients’ perception of cancer, reduces their negative
emotions, and enables them to better receive relevant
treatments. Recently, research [6] related to post-traumatic
growth and group intervention also shows that this
intervention model is suitable for breast cancer patients and
can help breast cancer patients reduce anxiety and
depression, but does not take into account the patient’s
psychological resilience, family hardiness, and event-related
ruminant meditation.

PTG model was first proposed by Tedeschi and Calhoun
in 1996 [4]. The positive post-traumatic trait is defined as an
individual’s struggle with traumatic or challenging life events
that produce positive psychological changes beyond previous

functions [4]. PTG includes the following five aspects:
appreciation for life, relating to others, personal strength,
new possibilities, and spiritual growth. PTG is different
from resilience, and the PTG is looking beyond the previous
state and is not prepared to return to the normal state after
trauma. Evidence from the cancer diagnosis and medical
experience increases that individuals can express PTG.
Given the evidence suggesting that PTG reflects positive
psychological change and resilience among cancer survivors,
opportunities exist for developing, testing, and
implementing evidence-based interventions to promote PTG
as an important part of survivorship care [7]. Previous
studies have shown that resilience is a positive factor for
PTG in breast cancer patients [8]. The resilience model
believes that individuals with high levels of resilience have
four intellectual resources: control, openness to experience,
reflective attitude, and emotional regulation [9]. Patients
with high-level resilience are more inclined to challenge
adversity and demonstrate cognitive flexibility. The higher
level of resilience, the more interest patients have in
learning new ideas and experiences. Broadly speaking,
resilience is a trait that enables a person to function
optimally despite failures. It is an ability to stay away from
negative experiences; it is a type of positive adaptation
associated with trauma. Experts underscore the significance
of developing resilience during a lifetime. This competence
is essential in overcoming difficulties in life, stress, or
traumas [8].

Rumination is a cognitive processing style after an
individual experience a traumatic event and includes two
types: intrusive and purposive rumination [10]. The study
shows that there is a positive correlation between purposive
rumination contemplation level and PTG level in breast
cancer patients [11]. The higher the rumination level, the
more likely the patients tend to actively think about the
significance of cancer to themselves, and achieve self-
regulation to correctly face the condition, adapt to changes
in the condition, help them maintain a relatively positive
emotional experience in traumatic events, and produce
positive cognitive changes. It is suggested that clinical
medical staff should carry out psychological interventions to
help breast cancer patients change from invasive rumination
to purposive rumination and improve their PTG levels.

Self-disclosure is another important factor affecting PTG
levels in breast cancer patients [12]. Self-disclosure can help
breast cancer patients vent their emotions, eliminate
annoyance, maintain psychological balance, and improve
their PTG level. Self-disclosure can enhance self-awareness
ability, enhance individual self-knowledge, help focus
attention on positive emotional gain and promote changes
in interpersonal relationships. At the same time, positive
feedback from the listener can also help the venting person
enhance personal strength and re-appreciate life [13]. It is
suggested that a safe self-disclosure environment should be
created for breast cancer patients in clinical nursing practice
to improve their self-disclosure willingness to promote their
positive psychological adjustment and obtain more growth.
A large number of studies have shown that PTG model-
based interventions are beneficial for improving the mental
health and quality of life in breast cancer patients. The
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forms of PTG model intervention include individual
intervention and group intervention. Calzone and colleagues
compared the effects of group intervention and individual
intervention on breast cancer patients in education
counseling and stress management and concluded that both
PTG modes of intervention methods had the same final
effect, with a higher efficiency in group intervention [14,15].
Due to its high efficiency, good follow-up effect, and wide
range of adaptation, PTG model-based group interventions
become an emerging intervention model to improve PTG in
breast cancer patients. However, some research
interventions have not been exhaustive or lacked a
theoretical framework in the literature. Even within the
group intervention technique, the content and activities of
intervention from individual studies are not the same, which
may affect the effectiveness of the intervention program.
Thus, the quality of the interveners is inconsistent across
studies. Furthermore, previous studies did not consider
different traumatic events which may influence individual
traits of resilience in breast cancer patients [7]. Individuals
with different levels of resilience show different adaptive
abilities when confronting the same major stress event.

This study aimed to address these research gaps by
assessing the effects of PTG model-based intervention on
the improvement of PTG in Chinese breast cancer patients.
The group-based PTG intervention was conducted to
promote five domains of positive after-traumatic traits. First,
the PTG model [16] and positive psychology theory [17]
were adopted to provide a general framework for the
formation and development of intervention. The
multidisciplinary team’s intervention strategies for PTG of
breast cancer patients are divided into four themes:
promoting emotional expression, transforming negative
emotions, reducing disease uncertainty, and developing new
values. Finally, we modified the initial intervention program
through expert meetings to ensure that all information was
included in the evidence-based intervention. It is
hypothesized that PTG and PTG-related protective factors
are significantly improved in breast cancer patients in the
intervention group compared to the control group, and the
proposed post-intervention protective factors in this study
include resilience, rumination, and self-disclosure.

Methods

Study design and ethics
The study is a two-armed cluster randomized controlled trial
in the breast diagnosis and treatment center of Zhongda
Hospital Southeast University and Jiangsu Cancer Hospital.
Before the trial, the possible risks and benefits of the trial
were explained to patients in detail, and patients were asked
to sign the informed consent form. To avoid contamination
of the intervention between the experimental and control
groups, subjects attending the same hospital will be
uniformly assigned to either the experimental or control
group. Due to the particularity of psychological intervention,
it is impossible to achieve measurer blindness, so this study
is single-blind, that is, subject blindness. A psychological
group intervention based on PTG model was used in the

intervention group, and health education activity was
conducted in the control group. The PTG-based
intervention was conducted over six weeks. The outcomes
were measured at 3-time points: baseline (pre-intervention),
3 weeks, 6 weeks. The intervention was designed and
reported as RCTs following the SPIRIT 2013 Statement
guidelines. The study protocol was approved by IEC for
clinical research at Zhongda Hospital, affiliated with
Southeast University (Ref no. 20190117). The trial was
registered on 17 August 2019 at Chinese Clinical Trials.gov
(ChiCTR1900025264).

Participants
Patients who met the following criteria were included in the
study: (1) Female patients diagnosed with breast cancer by
pathological diagnosis; (2) Aged 18–65 years; (3) Had
normal comprehension and expression skills; (4) Had access
to a telephone or mobile phone; (5) Informed consent and
voluntary participation in this study. Patients who had other
severe diseases had mental illness or cognitive and
communication impairments, or had received other
psychological interventions were excluded from the study.
The calculation formula for the comparison of two sample
mean values is based on a completely random design.
n ¼ φ2

Pk
i¼1 s

2
i =k

� �
=

Pk
i¼1 mi � mð Þ2= k � 1ð Þ

� �
. Set α =

0.05, β = 0.10, n = k − 1 = 2. According to relevant
literature [18], M1 = 5.5, M2 = 10, S1 = 5.8, S2 = 5.5.
Substituting the above formula, it was concluded that the
experimental and control groups must have no fewer than
35 breast cancer patients each while setting the missing rate
at 10%, a minimum of 39 breast cancer patients per group,
and a total sample size of at least 78 breast cancer patients
were required. A total of 92 subjects were recruited before
the application of this study, 46 in the experimental group
and 46 in the control group.

Measures experimental and control conditions
The experimental intervention
Participants in the experimental group received intervention
based on the PTG model delivered by a multidisciplinary
team plus health education. A breast cancer group
psychological intervention research team has been formed,
mainly comprising 13 members of the multidisciplinary
medical and nursing team (2 oncology nurses, 1
psychological counselor, 2 breast surgeons, 1 medical
oncology radiotherapy team doctor, 1 medical oncology
chemotherapy team doctor, 1 chronic disease management
specialist, 1 breast surgery nurse manager, 3 medical
oncology nurse managers, 1 psychology nurse manager) and
2 postgraduate students (with a national level 3
psychological counselor qualification, 3 months’ rotation in
the psycho-psychiatry department as a specialist and several
times in the department’s psychotherapy workshops). The
director of the nursing department was responsible for
coordinating the allocation of team members and quality
control of intervention programs; the nurse from the breast
diagnosis and treatment center was responsible for
recruiting breast cancer patients. Other team members were
responsible for the implementation of different intervention-
theme meetings and group psychological games. The
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postgraduate student was responsible for preparing the audio,
video, course materials, and group game tools required for
intervention. The research team leader and researchers
trained the team members in the form of lectures, workshop
interaction, etc. At the same time, the PPT, audio, video,
and other relevant information on the intervention content
were sent to the person in charge of the corresponding
subject in the form of an e-mail one week before the
intervention, and the person in charge of the corresponding
subject was communicated offline three days before the
intervention to make the final modification and improvement.

The experimental intervention was based on the
Socioecological PTG model that focused on the promotion
of PTG, resilience, rumination, and self-disclosure. The
intervention was divided into 2 parts, health education and
group psychological intervention based on the PTG model.
In the health education part, the breast cancer group
psychological intervention research team established by this
study gave lectures, and the health education courses for
breast cancer patients are 15 min each time, once a week.
The intervention section was carried out after the health
education section. The specific intervention activities are
described in Table 1 below. In the group psychological
intervention based on the PTG model part, The breast
cancer patients in the experimental group were divided into
6 group psychological support groups based on the factors
such as an address, tumor stage, and treatment plan, and
7–8 people in each group. The contents of the group
psychological intervention included: (1) Theoretical
exposition of positive psychology-related topics in breast
cancer; (2) Cognitive-behavioral psychological strategies to
achieve the goals related to psychosocial adjustment of
breast cancer patients; (3) Encouraging patients to
participate in group discussions on meeting topics. The
intervention frame and the intervention activities are
described in Fig. 1 and Table 2 below. The head of the
research team timely spot-checked the familiarity of
the team members with the intervention content to ensure
the quality of the group’s psychological intervention.

To ensure patients’ participation in the study, researchers
went to the bedside to remind hospitalized patients and
notified home patients in the social media group or
contacted the patients by phone when patients failed to
respond. The research team gave the research object certain
material rewards and expert consultation opportunities and
encouraged the patient to participate in the whole process;
At the same time, a WeChat group was established to timely
push the audio of breast cancer-positive psychology-related
exercises, to improve the enthusiasm of patients to
participate in the intervention program.

The control group
Participants in the control group received the same health
education provided by the multidisciplinary team as those in
the experimental group. They received group-based health
education once a week for 6 weeks, including information
on breast self-tests, diet, medications, functional exercises,
chemotherapy self-care instruction, and radiation therapy
self-care instruction. The specific intervention activities are
described in Table 1 below.

Measures

Demographic and clinical variables
The general condition questionnaire was designed by the
members of the study group which included two parts:
demographic data and clinical characteristics. The self-
reported demographic characteristics obtained included age,
body mass index (BMI), education level, religion, marital
status, current work status, annual family income, and
payment methods. The clinical characteristics included
cancer stages, type of treatment (surgery, chemotherapy,
radiotherapy, and endocrine therapy), the time course of the
disease, surgical site, the existence of recurrence, and
metastasis.

Posttraumatic growth inventory, PTGI
Individual positive posttraumatic changes were evaluated by
the Chinese version of the Post-Traumatic Growth
Inventory (PTGI) [19]. There were 21 items in total,
including the five dimensions of personal strength, new
possibilities, relating to others, appreciation of life, and
spiritual change. It was arranged on a five-point scale
ranging from 0 (I did not experience this change as a result
of my crisis) to 5 (I experienced this change to the highest
degree as a result of my crisis). The total scores were 0 to
105 points. Higher scores indicated a higher level of PTG.
The overall Cronbach’s α coefficient of PTGI was 0.930, the
Cronbach’s α coefficient of each dimension was 0.817–0.864,
and the structural validity was 0.90.

Connor-davidson resilience scale, CD-RISC
The resilience level was measured with the Chinese version of
the Connor-Davidson Resilience Scale (CD-RISC), which had
25 items that assessed individual psychological resilience. It
included 3 domains of resilience: hardiness, self-reliance,
and optimism. It was arranged on a four-point Likert scale
ranging from 0 (not at all) to 4 (extremely) [20]. The total

TABLE 1

Curriculum arrangement of health education for breast cancer
patients

Week Theme

Week
1

Breast care

Week
2

Nutrition instruction for breast cancer patients

Week
3

Exercise instruction for breast cancer patients

Week
4

Psychological adjustment for breast cancer patients

Week
5

Key points of chemotherapy nursing for breast cancer
patients

Week
6

Key points of radiotherapy nursing for breast cancer
patients
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FIGURE 1. Group psychological intervention frame for breast cancer patients based on PTG model.

TABLE 2

Group psychological intervention program for breast cancer patients based on PTG model

Week Theme Main Content

Week 1 Convert negative
emotions

① Recognize negative emotions and positive emotions; ② Play the video of Zhang Jiamin, a breast
rehabilitation volunteer; ③ Play soft music to help patients relax, carry out group games of “tell
yourself”, and help group members get to know each other; ④ Members choose “emotional cards” to
express their negative and positive emotions during the illness.

Week 2 Promote emotional
expression

① Explain the definition of emotional disclosure and its benefits; ② Carry out “Bahrain special group”
activities to share real cases of getting along with family members during the illness; ③ Members can
choose “communication cards” by themselves and form teams in pairs to cultivate their ability to solve
interpersonal problems; ④ Discuss and summarize positive communication strategies.

Week 3 Adapt to self pressure ① Explain the commonness of pressure and its mechanism; ② Illustrate the ways to release pressure,
such as muscle relaxation; ③ Play the audio of “Focus on Breathing Exercise” and “Body Scanning
Exercise”; ④ Patients with high pressure should receive individualized counseling, such as cardiology
consultation, therapist intervention, etc.

Week 4 Management
uncertainty

① Derive the theoretical basis of rational emotional therapy with the case of “half cup of water”; ②
Implement rational emotional therapy to help patients correctly view the uncertainty of disease and take
care of each group member in the process; ③ Discuss and summarize the characteristics of irrational
beliefs.

(Continued)
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scores were 0~100 points. Higher scores indicated a higher
level of individual resilience. The Cronbach’s α coefficient
was 0.90, and the content validity was 0.90.

Family hardiness index, FHI
The Chinese version of the Family Hardness Index (FHI) was
used to measure the level of family hardiness, which includes
three domains of family resilience: coherence, coping, and
control, with a total of 20 items. Items 1, 2, 3, 8, 10, 14, 16,
19, 20 are reverse scoring questions. Each item assesses
family resilience on a 4-point Likert scale ranging from 1
(strongly agree) to 4 (strongly disagree) [21]. The total score
ranged from 20 to 80. Higher scores indicate higher levels of
family resilience. Cronbach’s alpha coefficient for FHI was
0.803.

Event related rumination inventory, ERRI
Levels of rumination were assessed using the Chinese version
of the Event-Related Rumination Inventory (ERRI) [22].
Individuals’ cognitive processing ability to stressful events
was evaluated according to their meditation frequency for a
certain period (last 2 weeks), and the questionnaire consists
of 20 items, including two dimensions: intrusive rumination
and purposive rumination. Using the Likert 4-level scoring
method, 0 = never had this idea, 3 = often had this idea,
with a total score of 0 to 60 points, and the higher the score,
the higher the frequency of rumination contemplation.
Cronbach’s α coefficients were 0.92 for the total scale and
0.93 and 0.85 for each dimension.

Distress disclosure index, DDI
The Chinese Distress Disclosure Index was used to assess the
patients’ level of self-disclosure [23]. The scale consists of 12
items arranged on a 5-point scale ranging from 1 (not at all)
to 5 (extremely), with a total score of 12 to 60. The higher
score indicated a higher degree of self-disclosure. The
Cronbach’s α coefficient of the scale was 0.866, the split-half
correlation coefficient was 0.847, and the test-retest
reliability was 0.780.

This study considers not only the impact of the
intervention on the level of PGI in breast cancer patients
but also secondary outcome measures, including
psychological resilience, family resilience, rumination, and

self-disclosure. The general condition questionnaire,
including demographic and clinical variables, was collected
at baseline; mental health-related scales were repeated at
baseline (before intervention), 3 weeks, and 6 weeks after
intervention in the experimental and control groups. Data
were collected through questionnaires and interviews. The
researcher uniformly trained data collection personnel to
ensure the homogeneity of data collection standards. Before
the collection, the researcher himself explained the filling
requirements using unified guidance; For the research
objects that cannot be filled in independently, the researcher
used interviews to understand their real ideas. After
collection, the researcher reviewed the completeness and
logic of the completed questionnaire. If there was any
missing or obvious logical error, the researcher would return
to the research object to fill in or modify it. After checking,
the questionnaire would be withdrawn again. The specific
time and content of data collection are shown in Table 3.

Statistical analysis
Epidata 3.0 was used for double entry of data, and SPSS 20.0
was used for statistical description and statistical analysis of
data, with α = 0.05 as the test level. Normally distributed
measurement data were expressed as 'x ± s, skewed
distribution measurement data were expressed as M (P25,
P75), and enumeration data were expressed as frequency

Table 2 (continued)

Week Theme Main Content

Week 5 Improve psychological
resilience

① Explain the definition of psychological resilience and its influencing factors; ② Carry out the group
game “I in the family relationship” to explore the family experience of patients; ③ Review the difficulties
experienced by patients through “life curve” and share how to overcome them; ④ Assign homework,
explain the definition, function and precautions of writing expression, and send 5 envelopes to the
patient. List the outline according to the five dimensions of post-traumatic growth. The patient writes at
home once a day, 30 min each time, for 5 consecutive days.

Week 6 Develop new values ① Understand mindfulness and its role; ② Play the audio of “Mindfulness Practice” to develop the new
values of “living in the present”; ③ Carry out the group game of “keep your heart”. The group members
will send good wishes through love cards and end the group exercise; ④ Assign homework, share the
audio of “Mindfulness Raisin Practice” in WeChat group, and cultivate the “beginner” mentality of
patients.

TABLE 3

Time and content of data collection

General
condition
questionnaire

PTGI CD-
RISC

FHI ERRI DDI

Pre-
intervention

√ √ √ √ √ √

3 weeks after
the
intervention

√ √ √ √ √

6 weeks after
the
intervention.

√ √ √ √ √
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and constituent ratio. Chi-square test, independent sample t-
test, or Mann-Whitney U-test were used to compare the
general data of the experimental group and the control
group, and single-factor analysis of variance and repeated
measurement analysis of variance were used to compare the
measurement data of the experimental group and the
control group.

Results

During the 6-week trial period, 2 cases in the experimental
group were unable to participate in the follow-up study due
to exacerbation of the disease; 3 cases in the control group
refused to participate in the follow-up study. Therefore, 87
cases were finally included in this study, including 44 cases
in the experimental group and 43 cases in the control
group, which met the sample size requirements of this study.

Comparative analysis of baseline data
The study finally included 87 patients with breast cancer, with
an average age of (54.00 ± 9.90) years in the experimental
group and (49.53 ± 11.08) years in the control group.
Education level: in the experimental group, 52.27% were
junior high school and below, 22.73% were senior high
school/technical secondary school, and 25% were junior
college and above; In the control group, 51.16% were junior
high school and below, 18.61% were senior high school/
technical secondary school, and 30.23% were junior college
and above. Marital status: 95.45% of the experimental group
were married; The control group was 100% married.
Current working status: 31.82% of the experimental group
are in service, and 68.18% are retired or never employed; In
the control group, 37.21% were employed, and 62.79% were
retired or never employed. The course of disease: in the
experimental group, 84.09% were less than 1 year, 6.82%
were 1 year to 3 years, 2.27% were 3 years to 5 years, and
6.82% were more than 5 years; The control group accounted
for 86.05% for less than 1 year, 11.63% for 1–3 years, and
2.33% for more than 5 years. Breast preservation: 47.73% in
the experimental group; The control group accounted for
55.82%. Operation site: 95.43% of the patients in the
experimental group were unilateral, and 4.55% were
bilateral; In the control group, 93.02% were unilateral, and
6.98% were bilateral. Recurrence or metastasis: 9.09% in the
experimental group and 4.65% in the control group. Other
chronic diseases: 27.27% in the experimental group and
18.60% in the control group. The baseline data of breast
cancer patients in the two groups were not significantly
different (p > 0.05) except for the treatment plan as shown
in Table 4.

Comparison of intervention effects
The effect of group intervention based on the PTG model on
post-traumatic growth, resilience, family hardness,
rumination, and distress disclosure in breast cancer patients
were presented in Table 5.

PTG score: The results of repeated measurement analysis
of variance showed that a significant difference of total PTG
score was found between the intervention group and the

TABLE 4

Demographic characteristics of patients in experimental and
control group

Experimental
(N = 44)

Control
(N = 43)

t/χ2 p

Age 54.00 ± 9.904 49.53 ± 11.076 1.98 0.051

Height (m) 1.59 ± 0.047 1.58 ± 0.043 0.45 0.651

Weight (kg) 61.93 ± 9.478 61.11 ± 13.354 0.33 0.743

BMI 24.44 ± 3.475 24.40 ± 6.378 0.04 0.968

Education (%) 0.88 0.645

Lower than
secondary

23 (52.27) 22 (51.16)

Secondary 11 (25) 8 (18.61)

Tertiary and
above

10 (22.73) 13 (30.23)

Marital status
(%)

1 1.000

Never married 1 (2.27) 0 (0)

Married 42 (95.45) 43 (100)

Divorced/
Widowed

1 (2.27) 0 (0)

Religious belief
(%)

3.32 0.068

No 35 (79.55) 40 (93.02)

Yes 9 (20.45) 3 (6.98)

Working status
(%)

0.28 0.597

Working 14 (31.82) 16 (37.21)

Retired/Never
worked

30 (68.18) 27 (62.79)

Average income
(%)

4.52 0.105

<–Y3000 15 (34.09) 8 (18.60)

–Y3000––Y5000 10 (22.73) 18 (41.86)

>–Y5000 19 (43.18) 17 (39.54)

Payment method
(%)

1 1.000

Public expense 1 (2.27) 1 (2.33)

Medical insurance 36 (81.82) 36 (83.72)

Self-paying 7 (15.91) 6 (13.95)

Length of disease
(%)

1 0.575

<1 year 37 (84.09) 37 (86.05)

1–3 years 3 (6.82) 5 (11.63)

3–5 years 1 (2.27) 0 (0)

>5 years 3 (6.82) 1 (2.33)

Treatment plan
(%)

1 0.019

Surgery 26 (59.09) 29 (67.44)

Chemotherapy 2 (4.55) 0 (0)

Surgery +
Chemotherapy

2 (4.55) 0 (0)

(Continued)
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control group (Fbetween = 9.72, p < 0.001) at different time
points (Ftime = 13.75, p < 0.01). There was a significant
interaction between the intervention and time (Finteract =
4.37, p < 0.01). The difference of total PTG score between
the intervention group and control group was statistically
significant at pre-intervention (F = 13.80, p < 0.01), but the
difference was not significant after 3 weeks (F = 1.06, p >
0.05) and 6 weeks (F = 0.01, p > 0.05) of intervention. The
total PTG score in the intervention group was significantly
different between 3 weeks compared with pre-intervention
and 6 weeks compared with pre-intervention.

Personal strength of PTG score: The results of repeated
measurement analysis of variance showed that the score of
personal strength dimension in PTG inventory was
significantly different between groups (Fbetween = 28.75, p <
0.01) and different time points (Ftime = 12.66, p < 0.01). No
significant interaction between intervention and time was
identified (Finteract = 2.55, p > 0.05). PTG personal strength
score in the intervention group and control group was
significantly different in pre-intervention (F = 20.58, p <
0.01) and after 3 weeks of intervention (F = 10.35, p < 0.05).
In contrast, the difference between groups was not
significant at 6 weeks (F = 1.06, p > 0.05). PTG personal
strength score in the intervention group was significantly
different between 3 weeks and 6 weeks compared with pre-
intervention. In the control group, PTG personal strength
score was significantly different between 6 weeks compared
with pre-intervention.

New possibilities of PTG score: The results of repeated
measurement analysis of variance showed that the new
possibilities dimension score in PTG inventory had no

significant difference between groups (Fbetween = 2.10, p >
0.05). The significant difference was found at different time
points (Ftime = 18.67, p < 0.01), with a weak interaction
(Finteract = 0.55, p > 0.05) between intervention and time.
PTG new possibilities scores between groups were not
significantly different at pre-intervention (F = 0.03, p >
0.05), at 3 weeks (F = 2.89, p > 0.05), and 6 weeks (F = 0.41,
p > 0.05). In addition, PTG new possibilities scores were
significantly increased in both the intervention group and
control group at 3 weeks and 6 weeks compared with pre-
intervention.

Relationship with others of PTG score: The results of
repeated measurement analysis of variance showed that the
score of relationship with others dimension in PTG
inventory was significantly different between groups
(Fbetween = 13.38, p < 0.01) and different time points (Ftime =
5.82, p < 0.01). No significant interaction between
intervention and time was found (Finteract = 0.50, p > 0.05).
PTG relationship with others score between groups was
significantly different at pre-intervention (F = 9.41, p <
0.01), but the difference was no longer significant at 3 weeks
(F = 2.46, p > 0.05) and 6 weeks (F = 2.80, p > 0.05). A
significant difference in PTG relationship with others’ scores
was found in the intervention group at both 3 weeks and 6
weeks compared with pre-intervention.

Spiritual change dimension score of PTG: The results of
repeated measurement analysis of variance showed that there
was no significant difference in spiritual change dimension
score in PTG inventory between groups (Fbetween = 1.70, p >
0.05). The significant difference was found at different time
points (Ftime = 5.19, p < 0.01), with strong interaction
(Finteract = 5.92, p > 0.05) between intervention and time.
PTG spiritual change scores between groups were not
significantly different at pre-intervention (F = 3.76, p > 0.05)
and at 3 weeks (F = 1.38, p > 0.05), while a significant
difference between groups was found at 6 weeks (F = 10.08,
p < 0.01). The significant difference in PTG spiritual change
scores was revealed when data at 3 weeks and 6 weeks was
compared with pre-intervention in the experimental group
and 6 weeks with pre-intervention in the control group.

Appreciation of life dimension in PTG: The results of
repeated measurement analysis of variance showed that the
score of appreciation of life dimension in PTG inventory
was significantly different between groups (Fbetween = 11.86,
p < 0.001) and different time points (Ftime = 3.91, p < 0.05),
with a strong interaction between intervention and time
(Finteract = 6.37, p < 0.01). PTG appreciation of life score
between groups was significantly different preintervention
(F = 23.11, p < 0.001), but the difference was not significant
at 3 weeks (F = 0.04, p > 0.05) and 6 weeks (F = 1.02, p >
0.05). A significant difference in PTG appreciation of life
scores was found when data at 3 weeks and 6 weeks was
compared with pre-intervention in the experimental group.

Resilience: The results of repeated measurement analysis
of variance showed that the level of resilience measured by
CD-RISC score was statistically different between groups
(Fbetween = 15.86, p < 0.001), but the difference was not
significant at different time points (Ftime = 1.28, p > 0.05),
with a weak interaction between intervention and time
(Finteract = 1.76, p > 0.05). CD-RISC scores between groups

Table 4 (continued)

Experimental
(N = 44)

Control
(N = 43)

t/χ2 p

Surgery +
Endocrinotherapy

10 (22.73) 3 (6.98)

Surgery +
Radiotherapy

1 (2.27) 7 (16.28)

Combined
therapy

3 (6.82) 4 (9.30)

Breast kept (%) 0.57 0.450

Yes 21 (47.73) 24 (55.82)

No 23 (52.27) 19 (44.18)

Surgery site (%) 1 0.676

Double side 2 (4.55) 3 (6.98)

Single side 42 (95.45) 40 (93.02)

Relapse/
Metastasis

1 0.676

No 40 (90.91) 41 (95.35)

Yes 4 (9.09) 2 (4.65)

Comorbidity (%) 0.92 0.337

No 32 (72.73) 35 (81.40)

Yes 12 (27.27) 8 (18.60)
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were significantly different at pre-intervention (F = 12.14,
p < 0.001) and after 3 weeks (F = 6.67, p < 0.05), while not
significantly different after 6 weeks (F = 0.39, p > 0.05). A
significant difference in CD-RISC score was only found in
the experimental group when comparing 6 weeks with pre-
intervention.

Family hardiness: The results of repeated measurement
analysis of variance showed that family hardiness measured
by FHI score was significantly different between groups
(Fbetween = 9.90, p < 0.001) and different time points (Ftime =
4.46, p < 0.01), with a strong interaction between
intervention and time (Finteract = 4.08, p < 0.05). There was

TABLE 5

Effect of group intervention on posttraumatic growth, resilience, family hardness, rumination and distress disclosure in breast cancer
patients

Time Experimental
(N = 44)

Control
(N = 43)

F p Fbetween (p) Ftime (p) Finteract (p)

PTG Before 56.81 ± 17.69 69.97 ± 14.79 13.8 <0.01 Fbetween = 9.72 Ftime = 13.75 Finteract = 4.37

Total score 3 weeks 71.76 ± 13.64b 74.50 ± 10.54 1.06 >0.05 (p < 0.001) (p < 0.01) (p < 0.01)

6 weeks 74.46 ± 13.78a 74.41 ± 15.25 0.01 >0.05

(16)PTG Before 11.67 ± 4.86 15.78 ± 3.34 20.58 <0.01 Fbetween =
28.75

Ftime = 12.66 Finteract = 2.55

Personal strength 3 weeks 14.32 ± 4.49b 17.02 ± 3.10 10.35 <0.05 (p < 0.01) (p < 0.01) (p > 0.05)

6 weeks 16.59 ± 4.09ac 17.62 ± 3.13 1.06 >0.05

(17)PTG Before 9.81 ± 4.63 9.67 ± 2.90 0.03 >0.05 Fbetween = 2.10 Ftime = 18.67 Finteract = 0.55

New possibilities 3 weeks 13.65 ± 4.09b 12.28 ± 3.26d 2.89 >0.05 (p > 0.05) (p < 0.01) (p > 0.05)

6 weeks 13.15 ± 4.43a 12.47 ± 2.84c 0.41 >0.05

(18)PTG Before 16.65 ± 5.57 20.19 ± 5.05 9.41 <0.01 Fbetween =
13.38

Ftime = 5.82 Finteract = 0.50

Relating to others 3 weeks 20.13 ± 5.46b 22.00 ± 5.48 2.46 >0.05 (p < 0.01) (p < 0.01) (p > 0.05)

6 weeks 19.71 ± 5.62a 22.34 ± 5.93 2.80 >0.05

(19)PTG Before 5.58 ± 2.81 6.64 ± 2.20 3.76 >0.05 Fbetween = 1.70 Ftime = 5.19 Finteract = 5.92

Spiritual change 3 weeks 6.97 ± 2.36b 6.33 ± 2.68 1.38 >0.05 (p > 0.05) (p < 0.01) (p < 0.01)

6 weeks 8.31 ± 1.62ac 6.60 ± 2.37 10.08 <0.01

(20)PTG Before 13.09 ± 5.13 17.69 ± 3.52 23.11 <0.001 Fbetween =
11.86

Ftime = 3.91 Finteract = 6.37

Appreciation of life 3 weeks 16.67 ± 4.31b 16.85 ± 3.62 0.04 >0.05 (p < 0.001) (p < 0.05) (p < 0.01)

6 weeks 16.68 ± 4.42a 17.82 ± 3.66 1.02 >0.05

(21) Before 53.74 ± 14.48 65.24 ± 15.77 12.14 <0.001 Fbetween =
15.86

Ftime = 1.28 Finteract = 1.76

CD-RISC resilience
score

3 weeks 57.02 ± 15.02 65.82 ± 15.65 6.67 <0.05 (p < 0.001) (p > 0.05) (p > 0.05)

6 weeks 62.22 ± 14.79a 64.51 ± 14.88 0.39 >0.05

(22) Before 57.67 ± 6.32 57.26 ± 7.30 0.08 >0.05 Fbetween = 9.90 Ftime = 4.46 Finteract = 4.08

Family hardness score 3 weeks 59.21 ± 6.32 57.50 ± 7.29 1.32 >0.05 (p < 0.001) (p < 0.01) (p < 0.05)

6 weeks 63.78 ± 5.56ab 57.64 ± 7.02 18.21 <0.001

(23) Before 24.95 ± 12.34 37.04 ± 10.64 23.40 <0.001 Fbetween =
55.30

Ftime = 0.52 Finteract = 0.35

ERRI score 3 weeks 26.40 ± 11.84 37.35 ± 10.60 19.38 <0.001 (p < 0.001) (p > 0.05) (p > 0.05)

6 weeks 28.02 ± 11.87 37.17 ± 10.41 13.29 <0.001

(24) Before 33.14 ± 7.04 38.87 ± 3.54 21.92 <0.01 Fbetween =
23.61

Ftime = 4.02 Finteract = 3.64

DDI score 3 weeks 36.00 ± 6.43b 38.53 ± 3.38 5.05 <0.05 (p < 0.01) (p < 0.05) (p < 0.05)

6 weeks 37.53 ± 6.31a 38.02 ± 3.54 1.76 >0.05
Notes: “a” indicates that the experimental group was compared with pre-intervention phase at 6 weeks and the difference was statistically significant; “b” indicates
that the experimental group was compared with preintervention phase at 3 weeks after the intervention and the difference was statistically significant; “c”
indicates that the control group compared with pre-intervention phase at 6 weeks and had a statistically significant difference. “d” indicates that the control group
was compared with pre-intervention phase at 3 weeks after the intervention and the difference was statistically significant.
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a significant difference in FHI scores between groups at
6 weeks (F = 18.21, p < 0.001), while the difference was not
significant at pre-intervention (F = 0.08, p > 0.05) and at 3
weeks (F = 1.32, p > 0.05). A significant difference in FHI
score was only found in the experimental group when data
at 3 weeks and 6 weeks was compared with pre-intervention.

Rumination: The results of repeated measurement
analysis of variance showed that there was a significant
difference in rumination volume measured by the ERRI
score between groups (Fbetween = 55.30, p < 0.001), and no
statistically significant difference was found in the total
score of ruminant contemplation between different time
points (Ftime = 0.52, p = 0.60). It showed that there was no
interaction between intervention methods and time
(Finteraction = 0.35, p = 0.71). There was a statistically
significant difference in the total score of ruminant
contemplation between the experimental group and the
control group (F = 55.30, p < 0.05), while the difference was
significant in the total score of ruminant contemplation
between the two groups before the intervention, 3 weeks
after intervention, and 6 weeks after intervention (p < 0.05).
There was no statistically significant difference in the total
score of rumination contemplation among the three-time
points in the experimental group (F = 0.67, p = 0.52); There
was no statistically significant difference in the total score of
ruminant contemplation between the three time points in
the control group (F = 0.01, p = 0.93).

The results of repeated measurement analysis of variance
showed that the results also showed that rumination measured
by ERRI score was significantly different between groups
(Fbetween = 55.30, p < 0.001). No significant difference was
found at different time points (Ftime = 0.52, p > 0.05), and
the interaction between intervention and time was weak
(Finteract = 0.35, p > 0.05). There was a significant difference
in ERRI score between the experimental and control group
at pre-intervention (F = 23.40, p < 0.001), at 3 weeks (F =
19.38, p < 0.001), and at 6 weeks (F = 13.29, p < 0.001). No
difference within the groups was found for the ERRI score.

Distress disclosure: Repeated measurement analysis of
variance results show distress disclosure measured by DDI
score was significantly different between groups (Fbetween =
23.61, p < 0.01) and at different time points (Ftime = 4.02,
p < 0.05), with a strong interaction between intervention
and time (Finteract = 3.64, p < 0.05). The difference between
groups was significant at pre-intervention (F = 21.92, p <
0.01) and at 3 weeks (F = 5.05, p < 0.05) but not significant
at 6 weeks (F = 1.76, p > 0.05). A significant difference in
DDI score within the group was found in the experimental
group when data at 3 weeks and 6 weeks was compared
with pre-intervention.

Discussion

Intervention effect of PTG model intervention on post-
traumatic growth of breast cancer patients
The results of this study showed that the total PTG score of
breast cancer patients in the two groups at pre-intervention
was at an upper-middle level, which is consistent with the
research results from previous studies [24,25]. The results

showed that the intervention effect between the two groups
of PTG total scores and time was statistically significant
(p < 0.05), which means that with the change of time, the
change of the two groups of PTG total scores was different,
and the PTG score of the experimental group was
significantly higher than that of the control group. It shows
that group-based psychological intervention with the PTG
model can promote PTG in breast cancer patients more
than conventional health education, which is consistent with
the findings from previous studies [26,27]. It is likely that
the intervention scheme constructed in this study has been
specifically tailored to the characteristics of breast cancer
patients. Firstly, the intervention theme is relevant to
patients. Previous studies and literature reviews found that
psychological toughness, rumination, and self-disclosure
were protective factors of PTG in breast cancer patients.
The intervention strategies designed for this study were
based on the mechanism of promoting PTG levels, and
intervention themes were designed around the protective
factors of PTG, including transforming negative emotions,
promoting emotional expression, adjusting self-stress,
managing uncertainty, improving mental toughness, and
developing new values. Secondly, the intervention content
progressed from easy to difficult levels to guide patients’
positive changes. For example, in the first week of this
study, the group intervention focused on the recognition of
negative emotions and positive emotions. A series of group
games were carried out to give patients opportunities to
express their perceptions about the disease and express their
negative and positive emotions during a role play. This
gradually progressed to week 2 to 6 when they learned to
communicate with family members, actively expressed their
inner feelings to therapists and family members, accepted
the intervention content and team members of the
intervention group, proactively formed an objective and
positive self-evaluation action, and established their social
support system. Thirdly, various intervention techniques
have been integrated. The intervention plan of this study
draws on and integrates a variety of psychological support
techniques in which participants can learn from each other’s
strengths to supplement one’s weaknesses. At the same time,
it has strong openness and adaptability and helps breast
cancer patients to master methods and skills to reduce
psychological pain and promote emotional expression.
Therefore, the increase in PTG levels in the intervention
group of breast cancer patients was more significant than in
the control group [28].

The group PTG model-based intervention has
significantly improved breast cancer patients in their mental
change of PTG and appreciation of life dimension more
than conventional health education. With the change of
time, the changing trend of PTG mental change and life
appreciation dimension scores between the two groups was
different, and the scores of the experimental group were
significantly higher than those of the control group, which is
in line with the research results of Li and colleagues [29].
There can be several aspects to account for this. Firstly, the
improvement may be explained by the fact that 85% of the
breast cancer patients included in this study had a disease
duration of less than one year. Before the intervention, the
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patients were in a state of fear of experiencing major stressful
events. The intervention plan of this study was developed to
help patients to view cancer from a positive perspective, so
patients had clearer mental changes after intervention than
before they joined the study. Secondly, the intervention plan
of this study divided the patients into several psychological
support groups. Through learning and modeling the positive
qualities of their peers, they changed their attitudes toward
life and learned how to appreciate life around them.
Therefore, the dimension of appreciation of life has changed
significantly. However, the differences in the remaining
dimensions of PTG before and after the intervention were
not significant. The reason may be that breast cancer
patients were still in a relatively closed hospital environment
before and after the intervention, and their interpersonal
relationships remained the same without obvious changes.
PTG-based group intervention encourages and supports
members to express themselves. When breast cancer
patients have psychological problems, group intervention
can give patients opportunities to share the general spirit of
“group members face similar challenges”. Because breast
cancer patients cannot change their diseases, but what can
be changed is the improper interpretation and ineffective
coping style of breast cancer patients, which helps breast
cancer patients to reduce depression, anxiety, and other
negative emotions, And develop problem-solving, promoting
their ‘self transformation’ and gaining ‘new possibilities’.
This intervention can develop the potential resources of
breast cancer patients, share their experiences and praise
others, and explore “personal strength”. Through the
experience of group activities and observation of other
members of the group, the positive cognition of breast
cancer patients was promoted, and the growth of the
“philosophy of life” was achieved. It is suggested that future
research can help patients further strengthen their positive
psychological experience by assigning homework, such as a
positive psychological diary.

Analysis of the effects of group psychological intervention based
on PTG model on family resilience of breast cancer patients
In a previous study, the research team used the Social Support
Rating Scale (SSRS) to assess the degree of social support in
breast cancer patients. However, multiple linear regression
analysis showed that the protective factor of social support
was not included in the regression equation, which was
inconsistent with the results of previous studies [30,31]. A
plausible explanation is that SSRS does not have specificity
for evaluating breast cancer patients despite its wide use in
measuring social support. Therefore, the replacement of the
SSRS with the Family Hardiness Index (FHI) in the follow-
up empirical application research is also consistent with the
positive psychology theory employed in this study. Family
resilience has changed the pessimism of families in the face
of cancer stress and encouraged the family as a whole unit
to actively cope with the major stress event of cancer and to
continuously complete their social support functions [32,33].

Our results showed that the total score of family
resilience in the two groups of breast cancer patients at pre-
intervention was at the upper middle level, which was
calculated with a maximal score of 80 points on the FHI

scale. This is consistent with the research results from
previous studies [34,35]. The results also showed that the
interaction between the total score of family resilience and
time in the two groups was statistically significant (p <
0.05), and the score was improved significantly in the
experimental group than that of the control group. It
indicates that group psychological intervention based on the
PTG model can improve the family resilience of breast
cancer patients better than with conventional health
education. The analysis points out that group psychological
intervention based on the PTG model can guide breast
cancer patients to view the changes brought about by cancer
from a positive perspective, encourage patients to actively
communicate with their families, enhance family cohesion
and family resilience, and form a meaningful source of
social support [36]. For example, the research team designed
a “Communication card” activity in week 2 for patients to
reproduce a communication situation between family
members through scenario simulation. This exercise
promoted the direct expression of emotions to improve the
patient’s family resilience level. Furthermore, patients
observed the communication techniques of other group
members to understand the harm caused by
miscommunication to family members. Through this
process, patients adopted positive communication strategies
so that the patient’s family members felt that they
understood each other and enhanced the family support to
patients.

Analysis of the effect of group psychological intervention based
on PTG model on psychological resilience of breast cancer
patients
The results of this study showed that the total psychological
resilience score of the two groups of breast cancer patients
before the intervention was at an upper-middle level with
the CD-RISC scale maximal score of 100, which is in
agreement with previous findings [37,38]. There was no
significant difference in the level of mental toughness
between the experimental group and the control group after
the intervention. However, the level of psychological
resilience of the patients in the experimental group showed
a gradually increasing trend, while the level of psychological
resilience of the patients in the control group showed a
gradually decreasing trend. This suggests that group
psychological intervention based on the PTG model may
have implications for improving psychological resilience
levels in breast cancer patients if the intervention duration is
prolonged.

Since this study only measured the data from 3 weeks of
intervention and 6 weeks of intervention, it could not
demonstrate the long-term effect of group psychological
intervention based on the PTG model on the psychological
resilience of breast cancer patients. Richardson’s Mental
Resilience Model points out that self-efficacy, perceived
social support, optimism, and mastery are the four
protective factors for mental resilience, with self-efficacy
playing the most significant role among them [39]. Self-
efficacy encourages patients to perceive personal abilities
and gain acceptance of self and life, a process that takes
time [40]. Therefore, it is recommended that future studies
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extend the follow-up period to observe the long-term effect of
group psychological intervention based on the PTG model on
psychological resilience. The ultimate aim is to gradually help
breast cancer patients to complete the whole process of
dysfunctional reintegration-loss of integration ability-
restoration of homeostasis-elastic reintegration. In addition,
the health education in this study was conducted by a
multidisciplinary team based on the most concerned issues
of patients, including breast care, nutrition guidance,
exercise guidance, psychological adjustment, chemotherapy
nursing points, and radiotherapy nursing points, all of
which alleviated the suffering of breast cancer patients to a
certain extent. The patient’s fear of cancer, a major stress
event, cultivates positive psychological qualities such as
strength, optimism, and tenacity, leading to an improvement
in the level of psychological resilience.

Analysis of the effect of group psychological intervention based
on PTG model on rumination in breast cancer patients
The results of this study showed that the total score of
rumination in the experimental group before intervention
was at the lower middle level out of the maximal score of
the ERRI scale of 60 points, and the total score of
rumination in the control group was at the upper middle
level, which was similar to the reports of Soo et al. [11]. The
results of this study showed that there was no significant
interaction effect between the total score of rumination and
musing and time in the two groups of subjects (p > 0.05),
which means that no significant difference in the level of
rumination was found between the experimental group and
the control group after the intervention. It demonstrates
that the group psychological intervention based on the PTG
model cannot significantly improve the rumination of breast
cancer patients. We speculate that more than 50% of the
breast cancer patients included in this study had an
education level of junior high school and below, and their
thinking about the meaning of life was limited. In addition,
more than 85% of patients with the course disease less than
1 year were still focusing on the disease and the treatment
itself rather than rumination. We suggest that future studies
should include more breast cancer patients with different
educational levels and disease durations to observe the effect
of group psychological intervention based on the PTG
model on the level of rumination in breast cancer patients.

Analysis of the effect of group psychological intervention based
on PTG model on self-disclosure of breast cancer patients
The results of this study showed that the total score of mental
toughness in the two groups of breast cancer patients at pre-
intervention was at an upper-middle level out of the
maximal score of the DDI scale of 60, which was consistent
with the results of Chen and colleagues [41]. The findings
showed a significant difference in the changing trend of the
total score of self-disclosure between the two groups, with
the score improving significantly in the experimental group
than that of the control group. This indicates that the group
psychological intervention based on the PTG model can
improve the self-disclosure of breast cancer patients better
than conventional health education. Therefore, this
intervention paradigm may encourage breast cancer patients

to reconstruct traumatic memories into new schemas and
reduce automatic intrusive rumination thoughts, thereby
helping patients to see things in a new and positive way by
assessing the traumatic event itself [27]. Self-regulation
theory also points out that in the process of expressing
emotion-related experiences, patients use certain emotion
regulation strategies, such as directing attention, promoting
habituation, and cognitive restructuring, to achieve
emotional balance. Ultimately, the regulation of negative
emotions and improvement in the level of self-disclosure is
also closely related to the use of various psychological
adjustment techniques in the process of this study.

Strength and Limitations

This study comprehensively examined the impact of post-
traumatic growth and psychological group intervention on
the post-traumatic growth of breast cancer patients. It also
discusses the impact of this intervention on the family
resilience, self-disclosure, and psychological resilience of
breast cancer patients. The strength of the PTG group
intervention can be found in the following aspects. Firstly, a
multidisciplinary team was established, which gave general
guidance and actively participated in the implementation of
the intervention. Secondly, individual traits related to PTG
were considered. Finally, the content of the theme
conference focused on the protective factors related to PTG,
and multiple psychological intervention techniques were
integrated into the intervention that actively guided patients
to think about the positive experiences of traumatic events.
A variety of relevant themes in each session was used to
give patients role-play opportunities to reinforce the
cognitive thinking that they developed during the sessions.
At present, there are few reports on intervention research
focusing on the post-traumatic growth of breast cancer
patients in China. The group psychological intervention
based on the PTG model constructed in this study focuses
on the protective factors of post-traumatic growth,
integrates multiple psychological intervention technologies,
focuses on interaction and communication with patients,
and actively guides patients to think, providing valuable
empirical evidence for improving the quality of tumor care.

There are also some limitations in this study. Firstly,
considering that the psychological intervention measures of
the experimental group may pollute the control group, we
used simple randomization, and patients from a hospital
were divided into the same group. Due to the different
cultural atmosphere, the comparability of the two groups of
baseline-related indicators may be affected to some extent.
Secondly, due to the particularity of psychological
intervention and the limitations of its research conditions, it
is impossible to achieve measurer blindness and only
achieve single blindness, namely, subject blindness. Thirdly,
this study was a 6-week intervention with good compliance,
so we could not access the lost follow-up rates in a longer
study. Fourthly, this study was only conducted in a
comprehensive tertiary hospital, and the results may not be
generalized to primary and community healthcare settings.
Last, Although the WeChat group has also been set up for
the group psychological support group, and the members of
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the research team can be contacted by telephone at any time to
obtain support, the participation of the research subjects in the
information platform is not high.

Conclusion

Compared with health education, group psychological
intervention based on the PTG model significantly
improved the PTG level, family resilience level, and self-
disclosure level of breast cancer patients. However, PTG
model intervention did not bring a significant improvement
in psychological resilience level and rumination level, both
of which may require further investigation with longer-term
PTG model intervention and in-depth verification. It is
recommended the patient care cancer patients may consider
incorporating PTG model intervention in clinical and
hospital settings.
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